The DEAD-box protein Dbp5 was thought to remodel ribonucleoproteins and displace proteins from these complexes in an ATP-dependent fashion to allow for mRNA export from the nucleus. A recent study on Dbp5 shows, however, that its ADP-bound form may also perform an important function in displacing export factors from mRNA.
those genes [4] and three types were considered: animal architecture, parasite manipulation of host behaviour and action at a distance. More recently, the concept has been expanded upon by niche constructionists [12] and community geneticists [13] , which has led to some controversy [14] [15] [16] [17] . What novel insight can this story of forbidden fruit in a rainforest canopy contribute?
It adds greatly to empirical investigations of the proximate mechanisms by which parasites gain control of their host's body. The authors [3] provide evidence that targeted neuronal atrophy (ventral nerve cord) and structural changes in the cuticle are mechanisms by which the parasite gains a gaster-bobbing, red-berry vehicle. Becaue the ants are very abundant, often with several thousand individuals per colony, easy to keep in the laboratory (D.P.H., personal observation) and, best of all, the infective stage of the parasite can be easily collected by feeding chickens with infected gasters, this ant-nematode interaction has the potential to become an attractive model system. Also, since another manipulating parasite, the fungus Cordyceps, causes this same ant to descend to the understory and bite onto the bark of trees before it dies [18] , the scene is set to examine how two parasites with widely diverging manipulator strategies can control the same host.
When considering the evolutionary biology of the extended phenotype there are potentially rich pickings from this system. The authors suggest that the habit of being eaten by a frugivorous bird that defecates on tree trunks patrolled by other colonies serves to disperse nematodes between patchily distributed hosts. That is, by manipulating the phenotype of one host (from black to red) a nematode gains the use of another organism's phenotype (bird wings) to achieve dispersal. Such a vehicle-centred view [4, 19] is useful because it allows us to ask if evolutionary constraints imposed by an organism's bauplan on regular phenotype evolution also apply to extended phenotypes, since the nematode has sidestepped the constraints that exist for the evolution of flight in nematodes by taking advantage of bird wings. Also, it seems worth asking whether the expressed extended phenotype can be optimal for both the male and female genes. As multiple males co-exist with multiple females in a single gaster (Steve Yanoviak, personal communication) is there conflict among, or between, the sexes over the timing of manipulation? Or do the aligned interests of having, literally, all the eggs in one (fruit) basket mean conflict is absent? Clearly this system has great potential for obtaining answers to such questions. Coming as it does at a time of some controversy over the original formulation of extended phenotype principles, this fruit-mimicking nematode does underline that some extended phenotypes can hardly be considered to be anything else than that. Cole Gilbert 1 and L.P.S. Kuenen 2 Olfaction is an unusual sensory modality. The vast number of olfactory receptors enables perception of a staggering complexity of qualitatively distinct stimuli [1] . Even more unusual compared to other sensory modalities is the paucity of spatial information in the perceived olfactory signal. Spatial information about the source of a stimulus is present at the receptor surface for most sensory systems, such as vision, electroreception, taste and touch, or can be quickly computed for systems that are not organized somatotopically, such as audition. Spatial orientation to odors in a mobile medium, however, typically requires integration of information from other sensory modalities, such as vision and mechanoreception. In a recent paper in Current Biology, Duistermars and Frye [2] present results of clever new work with the fruit fly Drosophila demonstrating the type of visual cues required for successful orientation to an odor plume.
Multimodal integration in olfactory orientation is fundamentally different from such integration in orientation to other, non-olfactory stimuli. Pit vipers can orient their predatory strike using infrared information detected by pit organs or visual information from the eyes [3] . These two signal paths come together in the optic tectum where post-synaptic neurons perform a non-linear summation of inputs from the two modalities. Postural orientation in humans is another behavior with multimodal inputs: visual and proprioceptive [4] . In these examples, the different sensory information provides somewhat redundant information for proper orientation. Such orientation mechanisms, however, differ from the multimodal mechanisms that are required in olfactory orientation. Specifically, visual or mechanoreceptive information must be used to determine the flow direction of the medium carrying the odor.
The problem of moving toward an odor source in a moving medium is that the only directional cue is movement of the fluid, typically air or water, in which the odor is suspended [5] . This movement can be readily detected by mechanoreceptors on the animal's body, but such sensory information may be ambiguous (Figure 1) . Mechanical stimulation may be caused by the medium bearing the odor, as well as by the animal's own active movement through the medium. Thus, visual cues are required to disambiguate the mechanosensory cues and provide the animal with information about its orientation into the wind and, ultimately, with information that it is making progress upwind rather than losing ground. Kennedy [6] was the first to demonstrate the influence of visual cues on upwind odor orientation, using mosquitoes orienting to his own breath. He later expanded this work to moths [7] to counter a solely chemotactic hypothesis for odor source location [8] . Similar optomotor mechanisms also have been experimentally demonstrated for fish orienting to odors in streams [9] . Thus, it is actually a misnomer to speak of orientation to odor, per se. Animals actually orient to the direction of the wind, thus performing anemotaxis that is triggered by odor and guided by visual cues [10] . Unlike most other behaviors in which multisensory integration reinforces a signal, in orientation to an odor, the multimodal cues interact to continuously modify the overall behavioral response released by the perceptual onset of the odor.
The distribution of odor molecules in plumes is quite discontinuous [11] and, unfortunately, invisible, which makes quantitative study of fine scale stimulus-response characteristics difficult. However, intermittency of odor contact is essential for sustained upwind flight by moths to sex pheromone [10] . A heroic experiment by Vickers and Baker [12] , using a moth flying in an odor-laden wind stream and carrying an extra antenna wired for electrophysiological recording, demonstrated that moths fly forward with reduced angular velocity while the odorant hit rate remains above a threshold frequency. When the hit rate is lower, moths increase their angular velocity and cast across the Odor is borne on the wind, which deflects mechanoreceptors and could indicate the direction from which the odor came. The animal's airspeed along the course direction, however, also deflects its mechanoreceptors, thus providing ambiguous information about the direction from which the odor came. The resulting track over the ground provides visual stimulation, which disambiguates the mechanoreceptive signals. Visual patterns moving obliquely over the retina (lower icon) indicate that the track direction is not directly upwind toward the source of the odor, whereas visual patterns moving from front to back as the animal surges forward indicate that it is moving directly upwind and a is small. (Adapted from [14] .) wind direction, presumably in an attempt to recontact the odor plume.
This behavior is similar to that of fruit flies demonstrated in the new paradigm by Duistermars and Frye [2] . Flying flies were tethered so that they could rotate around their dorso-ventral (yaw) axis and smell vinegar, an attractive odor, presented in a fine plume from either of two nozzles separated by 180 in the yaw plane and exhausted below the fly. The surrounding arena had three possible visual patterns: high contrast vertical stripes, a single vertical stripe subtending 30
, or a uniform intermediate grey of equal luminance. Flies attempted to keep their heading aimed at the vinegar nozzle by flying straight with reduced angular velocity. But when the odor hit rate became low -when either odor flow was turned off or the flies accidentally turned their heading out of the odor plume -flies made a series of high angular velocity turns, known as body saccades, until they recontacted the odor plume whereupon they again exhibited reduced angular velocity deviations from the upwind direction. If the surrounding arena is devoid of high contrast visual cues, flies produce body saccades at a high frequency, as though they have lost contact with the odor plume whether they are in fact headed into the plume or not.
A similar situation occurs when the surrounding arena has only a single stripe, which is a salient orientation cue in the absence of odor. Only when the surrounding arena visually stimulates wide-field motion detectors with many contrast edges is the fly able to remain headed into the plume. Moths also orient poorly in wind tunnels with depauperate visual cues, though even a 30 wide longitudinal array of small high contrast dots each subtending about 15 provided enough visual information for nocturnally active moths to properly maintain a heading into the plume [13] . The efficacy of the small field visual pattern varied depending upon what part of the moth's visual field viewed it. Furthermore, attempts to disrupt upwind flight along a sex pheromone plume in a day-flying moth by obscuring all possible visual cues was unsuccessful (L.P.S.K., unpublished data). Whether these differences represent species differences or the fact that Duistermars and Frye's [2] single stripe had only two contrast edges, or are due to tethering versus free-flight, awaits further experimentation.
A free flying insect can control only its course and thrust [14] and studies of free-flying flies [15, 16] , moths [17] , and beetles [18] have demonstrated that visual cues during flight in an odor plume provide much more than information for angular precision. The velocity of experimentally moved visual patterns on the floor of wind tunnels determines the upwind flight velocity independent of the actual wind speed. Casting moths also increase their ground speed concomitant with increased time since last odor contact [19] . Visual patterns are also used by other flying insects [20] to regulate flight speed and height above ground in the absence of odor plumes. Thus, such an optomotor control mechanism may be evolutionarily older and has been co-opted to provide multimodal information for animals attempting to contact odor sources.
